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ABSTRACT
Objective: To understand how often ‘breakthroughs,’
that is, treatments that significantly improve health
outcomes, can be developed.
Design: We applied weighted adaptive kernel density
estimation to construct the probability density function
for observed treatment effects from five publicly funded
cohorts and one privately funded group.
Data Sources: 820 trials involving 1064 comparisons
and enrolling 331 004 patients were conducted by five
publicly funded cooperative groups. 40 cancer trials
involving 50 comparisons and enrolling a total of
19 889 patients were conducted by GlaxoSmithKline.
Results: We calculated that the probability of
detecting treatment with large effects is 10% (5–25%),
and that the probability of detecting treatment with very
large treatment effects is 2% (0.3–10%). Researchers
themselves judged that they discovered a new,
breakthrough intervention in 16% of trials.
Conclusions: We propose these figures as the
benchmarks against which future development of
‘breakthrough’ treatments should be measured.

INTRODUCTION
Testing of new treatments in randomised
controlled trials (RCTs) is widely considered
the gold standard for evaluating medical
interventions. The process has occurred at
an incremental pace and overtime delivered
substantial benefits in terms of significant
improvement in morbidity and mortality.1

Ideally, all phases of drug development
should be conducted as RCTs2 and under
the principle of equipoise, which means that
no randomised groups should have a predict-
able treatment advantage over others. When
evaluated cumulatively overtime, the prob-
ability of detecting a new, successful treat-
ment exerting small or large effect on health
outcomes is about 50–60%.1

Recent developments in molecular techni-
ques and genomic sequencing have led to
biomarker driven therapies that often
produce large treatment effects (‘break-
through interventions’) and the application
of novel predictive biomarkers has gained
increased importance in the discovery and
development of new treatments.3–5 RCTs
designed with biomarker primary outcomes
target specific and usually small patient sub-
groups, for which the current stringent
system of clinical trials that recruits hundreds
of patients over the period of many years,
may not be optimal.6 Therefore, in addition
to policy and ethical challenges,7 of particu-
lar interest is whether this trend will be more
effective than RCTs reporting patient rele-
vant primary outcomes in developing new
therapies with large treatment effects. Recent
published work has suggested that RCTs

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ Traditionally, randomised controlled studies have
been designed to detect small to moderate differ-
ences in treatment effects. At this moment, the
benchmarks for ‘breakthroughs,’ that is, treat-
ments that significantly improve health outcomes
against which the discovery rates of new treat-
ment should be measured, are unknown. By pro-
viding the overall assessment of the probability
of detecting breakthrough interventions, we
propose the benchmarks for the future drug
development.

▪ All included trials were of high quality.
▪ Access to only one industry funded cohort and

generalisability of the results to privately funded
trials.

▪ The distribution of observed treatment effects
could have been affected by bias in the form of
inferior established treatments or other well-
documented biases plaguing randomised trials.
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reporting biomarker primary outcomes are more likely
to report larger treatment effects than trials reporting
patient relevant primary outcomes,8 and that RCTs with
large treatment effects are more likely than others to
have laboratory defined efficacy end points and less
likely than others to pertain to death.9

How successful these new initiatives will eventually be
in the development of new treatments is not known.
One way to measure success of RCTs with biomarker
primary outcome is to compare it against the existing
benchmarks based on patient relevant primary out-
comes. The evaluation of research output, such as the
estimation of the probability of developing therapies
that can substantially improve health outcomes
(so-called breakthrough treatments), is of ethical, scien-
tific, and public importance, but has rarely been
assessed systematically. We provide such a benchmark
based on the analysis of RCTs conducted over half a
century across different fields and disciplines by calculat-
ing the probability of large treatment effects.

METHODS
Data source
We studied the distribution of treatment effects on mor-
tality and primary outcomes as defined by the original
researchers from all consecutive published and unpub-
lished series of completed phase 3 RCTs assessing super-
iority, registered at onset and conducted by five publicly
funded groups (US National Cancer Institute, US
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke,
UK Medical Research Council, UK Health Technology
Assessment Programme, and National Cancer Institute
of Canada Clinical Trials Group) and one privately
funded cohort (GlaxoSmithKline). Only the trials that
compared new versus established treatments in humans
were eligible. The comprehensive list of RCTs, along
with associated protocols, was collected by searching the
Cochrane Library from the inception to March 2010,
Medline Ovid 1950 to March 2010, and EMBASE Ovid
1980 to March 2010. All studies in which the publication
bias could not be ruled out were excluded. In the case
of unpublished publically funded studies, data were
obtained from the cooperative groups. In the case of
GlaxoSmithKline, data were extracted from trial
summary reports.
The data were collected as part of a Cochrane

review,10 where a detailed description of the search
methods, selection criteria, data collection and analysis
can be found. The main aims of the review were to: (1)
summarise available evidence of the distribution, direc-
tion, magnitude and statistical significance of treatment
effects; (2) answer the question “What is the probability
of new treatments being more effective than established
treatments;” (3) test whether the observed distribution
of treatment effects is consistent with the ‘uncertainty
principle.’ We compared industry versus publically spon-
sored trials separately.11 The risk of bias and random

error in included studies was assessed systematically
according to established methods.12

Probability of treatment effects
The probability of large or very large treatment effects
was calculated by constructing the empirical distribution
of treatment effects using weighted Gaussian kernel

Figure 1 The cumulative probability distributions for all

cohorts and combined. NCI, US National Cancer Institute;

NINDS, US National Institute of Neurological Disorders and

Stroke; MRC, UK Medical Research Council; HTA, UK Health

Technology Assessment Programme; NCIC, National Cancer

Institute of Canada Clinical Trials Group; GSK,

GlaxoSmithKline. HTA did not conduct trials where mortality

was an outcome; (A) Cumulative kernel densities for all

cohorts using single comparison for each study and weights

from random-effects model by Primary Outcome;

(B) Cumulative kernel densities for all cohorts using single

comparison for each study and weights from random-effects

model by overall survival (none of the HTA trials reported

overall survival therefore no data were available from this

cohort).
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density estimation,13–15 which are based on smoothing
histogram given a predefined bandwidth and with the
potential of giving different weights to each trial.14 The
probability density function for the hazard or odds ratio
on the natural log scale was constructed using two-stage
adaptive weighted kernel density estimation. Similar to
random effects meta-analysis, the weights were calculated
as the inverse of the within-study variance of treatment
effects plus the between-study variance for all trials.10

The estimation was performed using the computation
software Maple (V.16). Computational details are further
described in the online supplementary appendix.

Size of treatment effects
It is commonly accepted that large treatment effects are
those associated with a twofold reduction in relative risk
(RR) (0.2<RR<0.5), and that very large treatment effects
are those associated with a fivefold reduction in relative
risk (RR<0.2).16 We also report the per cent of trials
where the intervention was so successful according to
judgments of the original researchers who thought the
newly discovered ‘breakthrough treatment’ should be
adopted immediately as a new therapeutic standard.

RESULTS
Eight hundred and twenty trials involving 1064 compari-
sons enrolling 331 004 patients were conducted by pub-
licly funded cooperative groups10 and GlaxoSmithKline
conducted 40 cancer trials involving 50 comparisons
enrolling a total of 19 889 patients.11 All cohorts
included high-quality RCTs with low risk for bias.10

Figure 1A, B show the cumulative kernel density estima-
tion of the effects of new treatments compared to the
established ones for both primary outcomes and overall
survival. The analysis according to primary outcomes is

considered important as it reflects the original design
and the trialists’ ’best bets’ that new treatments may
prove to be superior to established ones10 while the ana-
lysis according to overall survival relates to pooling data
on most important outcomes for patients.
We calculated (figure 2) that in terms of the effects of

new treatments on primary outcomes, on average
researchers detected the large treatment effects with the
probability of 10% (5–25%), or very large treatment
effects at 2% (0.3–10%). In terms of the effects of new
treatments on mortality, on average, researchers
detected the large treatment effects with the probability
of 3% (0.8–5.3%), or very large treatment effects at
0.1% (0.05–0.5%). Additionally, in 16% of all trials the
original researchers recommended that the new treat-
ment should be adopted immediately as a new standard
of care (15% (n=124) publically versus 35% (n=14) pri-
vately funded RCTs, p<0.001).

DISCUSSION
Over the past half century, RCTs have delivered steady
advances in identifying ways of improving treatments
leading to reduced morbidity and increased life expect-
ancy. They also have at times detected large treatment
effects. Traditionally, RCTs have been designed to detect
small to moderate differences in treatment effects.
Under the auspices of a highly predictive marker that
predicts the likely response to a specific treatment, some
have argued in favour of transforming the current clin-
ical trial system by relaxing the desired false positive
rates6 and/or increasing the treatment difference
worthy of detection.17 By providing the overall assess-
ment of the probability of detecting ‘breakthrough inter-
ventions,’ we propose the benchmark for the future
drug development. Establishment of a benchmark for

Figure 2 The probability of

detecting large or very large

treatment effects in RCTs based

on the probability distribution of

the primary outcome and

mortality. The probability

distribution was constructed using

kernel density estimation.10 NCI,

US National Cancer Institute;

NINDS, US National Institute of

Neurological Disorders and

Stroke; MRC, UK Medical

Research Council; HTA, UK

Health Technology Assessment

Programme; NCIC, National

Cancer Institute of Canada

Clinical Trials Group; GSK,

GlaxoSmithKline.
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the development of new, breakthrough interventions is
important for all interested in the therapeutic discovery
process: funders can obtain realistic expectations of new
treatment development, researchers can use our data to
better design new trials, and patients can be better
informed what to expect when they volunteer to partici-
pate in RCTs.
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